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Our Vision
Williams is an independent, growing and vibrant community, achieved by
maintaining a balanced and caring approach to its people, economy and
environment.

Our Values
Community connectedness and great lifestyle.
Support the young and care for the elderly.
Friendly people
Safety
Ideal location (proximity to regional centres and metropolitan
area)
 Relevant and well maintained facilities
 Recognition of the need to care for the environment in a
balanced approach
 Effective communication and cooperation







Message from the Shire President.

As president for the Shire of Williams, it gives me great pleasure to present the Shire of Williams revised Strategic Community Plan.
It has been two years since the Shire of Williams adopted the Strategic Community Plan in 2017. During this time the Shire has
worked hard to honour the people’s vision and to achieve the things that were important to the community. The redevelopment of
the Williams Lions Park was completed in September 2018. The Lions Park is a major asset to the Shire of Williams, with travellers
stopping and enjoying this amazing nature play area and spending more time and money within our Shire.
Tourism is always big on the Shire’s agenda and we are constantly looking at ways to promote our town. The HWEDA initiated SelfDrive Trail through Marradong Country aims to share with tourists some of the amazing destinations that exist away from the coast.
Together with the Shires of Boddington and Wandering, Williams jumped on board to assist in creating an online portal showcasing
what our region has to offer. During 2018/2019, endless hours were completed by the working group to ensure the Marradong
Country Self Drive Trail was ready for release in July 2019.
The Williams River Bridge replacement began in November 2018 and is set to be completed in March 2020. Although this has seen
some disruptions and difficult times for the Businesses along the Highway, the Williams community understood the necessity of the
replacement and worked together to support each other during this disruptive time.
We believe that we have listened to the community and have reflected their visions in the achieved outcomes. The results of the
current community consultation survey gave us the opportunity to review our accomplishments and build on what we have
achieved, as well as presenting the Shire with an agenda to work toward in the future. We will work as a local government, but
most importantly we will work as a community to continue to focus on achieving our vision together.

Jarrad Logie
Shire President
March 2020

The Albany Highway was first built by
convicts in the 1850’s, and it was as a
result of this construction that Williams
became an important stopover point
for passengers and the changing of
horses. The Williams Roads Board was
convened in 1877.

A little bit of history

The Williams District was first explored in
1831, when Captain Thomas Bannister
led the first overland expedition from
the Swan River Colony to King George
Sound (Albany). During this expedition,
they discovered a River flowing through
their route and named it “Williams
River”, most likely the name honors King
William lV, who reigned England from
1830-1837.
The first claims on and in the area
occurred in 1832. In 1835, an expedition
led by Governor James Stirling and
John Septimus Roe surveyed a route
joining King George Sound with York via
Williams
to
encourage
inland
settlement.

Williams belongs to the Gnaala Karla
Boodja region, reffering to the
Noongar language or dialectical
groups of the BinJarab/Pinjarup,
Wilman and Ganeang.
To this day, Williams is a popular
stopover for travellers along Albany
Highway.

Williams today

Williams is a small rural community
located along the western boundary of
the Wheatbelt region of Western
Australia. Known as the ‘Gateway to
the Great Southern’, Williams is located
approximately 160 kilometres from the
capital city of Perth, a 2 hour drive and
is on an important strategic freight

transport route as well as tourism route
for travellers looking to explore the
southern region of WA.
The Shire of Williams covers a land area
of
approximately
2,300
square
kilometres and is home to a population
of 981 (source: ABS ERP 2015). The Shire
includes the localities of Boraning,
Congelin,
Culbin,
Dardadine,
Narrakine,
Quindanning
and
Tarwonga. The economy is largely
driven by the agricultural industry,
tourism and agri-business related
developments. Recent years has seen
a greater diversification of the
economy into increasing tourism
related
businesses
and
service
industries, as well as the more traditional
agri-support businesses that support the
agricultural endeavours of the region
that includes cropping, livestock, hay
processing and grain pellet production.
Williams is located on the Albany
Highway, a strategic road transport link
between the Perth metropolitan area
and the Great Southern region of WA.
The highway has an estimated traffic
volume of between 3,800 and 4,600
vehicles per day (source: MRWA 2016
Wheatbelt Traffic Digest).

Tourism is a growing economic driver
for the Shire, as many businesses service
the travelling public with food and fuel.
Williams is a popular place to take a
break on a long journey of the Albany
Highway.

The Economy
The Williams economy is almost entirely
based
on
primary
production,
dominated by agricultural pursuits
including broadacre farming of grains
(barley, lupins, wheat, canola, peas,
oats), export hay, olives, wine grapes
and livestock.
This industry is well supported by other
economic activity in the town,
including grain pellet production, hay
processing,
holiday
farm
stays,
engineering, retailing and servicing of
farm machinery. The average size of
agricultural holdings is 800ha and the
area of public parks, gardens and play
areas is 20ha.

The mining industry in the adjacent Shire
of Boddington (Newmont Boddington
Gold and Worsley/South 32 Bauxite
mine)
provides
employment
opportunities being only 50km from the
Williams townsite.
The Shire maintains approximately
370km of unsealed roads and 184km of
sealed roads.

% Population by Age
Group: Williams vs WA
State

Demographics
According to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics 2016 Census, the population of
Williams was 981 with 460 (46.8%) being
male and 521 (53.2%) being female. In
comparison, the WA average is 50%
male and 50% female. The 0-14 age
demographic has strong numbers with
20.2% of the population in this age
group, followed by 6.4% aged 15-24,
56.5% in the 25-64 age bracket and
finally 16.9% of the population being
aged 65 and above. 17.1% of the total
population were born overseas.
Median age for Williams’ residents is 43.
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The age distribution of the population
according to the Australian Bureau of
Statistics 2016 Census closely resembles
the State average. The main variations
being the Shire having less residents in
the 15-24 age bracket, which is most
likely to be as a result of children leaving
town for further education and/or
employment. These residents often
return to the community when they
have young families of their own,
seeking a similar early life experience to
what they enjoyed. Finally, the other
difference is in the 65+ age bracket,
where the Shire has a higher population
than the State average.

The Shire’s recent aged housing project
that has built purpose designed
independent living units dedicated to
the well-aged (those able to care for
themselves and live independently) –
thereby retaining the seniors residents in
Williams and their community of choice
(‘ageing in place’).
Many factors will influence population
growth over the life of this plan, most
notably
a
supply
of
suitable
accommodation, employment and
retention of (or growth in) service
provision. Population estimates are that
the population is likely to be retained, if
not slightly increased in the out years.
Shire service delivery, in direct
correlation, will also need to grow to
meet the needs of future residents.

IPR does not support commitments or significant rate increases
beyond the capacity of the local government. But rather, it
actively encourages the robust assessment and prioritisation of
outcomes. Uncertainties, such as the securing of external
funding, should always be acknowledged.

Guide to this plan

Community Engagement
As part of the Local Government Integrated Planning and
Reporting Framework and Guidelines (2016), all local
governments must develop a Strategic Community Plan
through a community engagement process aimed at
identifying long term community aspirations, visions and
objectives.
In summary, the IPR process is designed to:

Benefits of IPR need to be considered taking into close
consideration the local government’s fiscal position over the
coming decade, including the other resources that could
possibly be attracted (such as external funding). IPR
encourages the review of the entirety of these resources and
ensuring optimisation of funds to be able to deliver on
community expectations, whilst maintaining financial
sustainability. If IPR is completed appropriately, decisions on
the delivery of community expectations will meet the five ‘A’s’
of IPR:
ASPIRATIONAL

 Articulate the community’s vision, outcomes and
priorities;
 Allocate resources to achieve the vision, but at the
same time, taking into consideration the
balance
between
aspirations
and
ADAPTABLE
The ability to adapt plans
affordability; and
whilst maintaining
 Monitor and report progress.

Guided by the
community’s vision
and goals

AFFORDABLE

Confidence that the
assets and services
are affordable and
best value

sustainability

It enables the community to have their say in
shaping the future of the community and in identifying
issues and solutions. It is also important to note that
aspirations will almost always exceed resources.
ALIGNED

Provides a basis to work
with others / attract other
resources to the vision

ACCOUNTABLE

Enables transparency
in process and open
scrutiny

To inform potential
investors and
developers of the
community’s key
priorities, and the
ways to contribute to
the Shire’s future.

To actively engage
local businesses,
community groups
and residents in
various ways to
contribute to the
Shire’s future

The Plan

further in the Plan which will be used to
report back to the community on the
Shire’s performance in achieving the
outcomes as identified in this Plan.

Plans are only effective if there is
adequate resources dedicated to
ensure that they can be delivered. The
strategies identified in this Plan will be
prioritised and actions applied, after a
further
assessment
of
available
resources through the development of
a Corporate Business Plan. Key
performance measures are outlined

The Shire’s 2012 Strategic Community
Plan was prepared by Labyrinth
Consulting,
with
an
extensive
community
consultation
process
undertaken to ensure widespread
community input into the planning and
identification of community and shire
outcomes for the ensuing 10 years. The
contents of that Plan have largely been

To inform the decision
making of other
agencies and
organisations,
including community
and state
government

To provide a rationale and
supporting documentation
to pursue grants and other
resources to demonstrate
how specific projects align
with the aspirations of the
community, and within the
strategic direction of the
SCP

incorporated into this revised updated
Plan in recognition of the significant
and extensive consultation process that
was undertaken in the original
document preparation.
A desktop review of the 2012 Plan was
conducted by Councillors and Senior
Administrative staff in 2014. A full
community review of the Plan was
required in 2016.
The minor review of the 2017 plan was
undertaken in 2020.

To be a mechanism for
the ongoing integration
of local initiatives and
provide a framework for
monitoring progress
against our vision and
values

Strategic Plan Achievements
In preparation for the 2016/7 major review of the SCP, the Shire engaged the professional facilitation skills of
Andrew Huffer from Andrew Huffer and Associates. The scope of his brief was to facilitate a community
engagement process. Andrew prepared an online community survey and facilitated community workshops
where residents were asked to review the vision of the Shire (as developed in the SCP in 2012) and to rank
the current outcomes that the Shire was accountable for under the current SCP
A range of engagement tools were utilised:
 A hard copy survey (distributed through the Shire administration and the Williams Community Resource
Centre);
 An on-line survey (completed by 59 residents);
 Two x 3 hour community workshops held on the 9th March 2017 (attended by 36 residents);
 One x 3 hour Councillor Workshop held on the 30th March 2017 (attended by 6 Councillors and 3
administrative staff).
The community was engaged in the process, through the following mechanisms:
‘Householder’ flyer distributed to all residents (circulation 360);
Facebook posts (Site has 231 ‘likes’; post was reached by 174 people);
Articles in the local community newsletter The Williams (circulation 235);
SMS message to residents on the ‘Community Interest’ list (circulation 291);
An on-line survey that was promoted through Facebook, the Shire’s website, direct emailing and
advertised in the Shire’s notes in The Williams;
 Flyers and posters around town, on community noticeboards, in the Williams CRC, in the Shire offices
and widely promoted by word of mouth;
 Promotions on Triple M Great Southern (918 AM) and ABC Morning Show (558 AM).






With a total population of 981 (2016 ABS Statistics), 11.1% of residents completed the online survey or actively
participated in the community workshops.

The Workshops
The community surveys and workshops provided a valuable
insights into the key issues and aspirations as identified by the
local residents. Importantly for Council, these views have
established clear priorities and subsequently shaped the
visions, values, objectives and strategies documented
throughout this plan.
This report was analysed and presented to Elected Members
and senior staff at a Councillor Strategic Planning workshop
that was held on the 30th March 2017.

After heavy consultation, William’s residents asked the Shire to:
•
•

•

Support industry, business and development success
Support seniors in a caring and productive manner.
Have a sustainable environment that is cared for in a
balanced way by those that live within it.
ECONOMIC
DEVELOPMENT

SOCIAL &
CULTURAL
DEVELOPMENT

LAND USE &
THE
ENVIRONMEN
T

Councillors reviewed the current ‘accountable’ strategies in
the 2012 Community Strategic Plan, and then reviewed and
prioritized the new strategies that had been suggested by the
community at the community workshops.
The new outcomes and strategies highlighted in this Plan are a
collaboration of the existing and new strategies into areas of
commonality and simplified to ensure achievability, with key
performance measures applied where appropriate. This will
ensure that Council has a guiding strategic direction in which
to make decisions for investment and projects for the Shire

Support the
Men’s Shed in
establishing a
facility

Doctor Visits
Weekly

Sport and
Recreational
facilities
upgraded.

Williams
Pharmacy
Established

Social &
Cultural
Development
Activities

Supports the Self
Drive Trail to
promote tourism
for the Shire.

Live LOCAL love
LOCAL campaign
created to
promote
community events
and initiatives

Support for
Childcare
Service, Family
Day-care
Service,
Playgroup and
Toy Library

7 Independent
living units built
in Jam Tree Lane
for Senior’s
Advocate and
support service
provisions for
Seniors

New Medical
Centre
constructed in
2018

Main Roads
bridge
replacement
completed in
2020

Ongoing roads
and townsite
maintenance
programs

Sports ovals
watered with
treated waste
water

Investigating
options to
reduce flooding
in town

Land Use
and the
Enviroment

Williams Refuse
site converted
to a waste
transfer station in
2019

Investigating
programs to
reduce reliance
on Scheme
Water

Provide
opportunities for
the community
to participate in
decision making
processes

Participate in
community
engagement
forums and
events

Council
engages
broadly and
proactively with
the community.

Continuously
improve
organisational
performance
and service
delivery

Civic
Leadership

Ensure the
Shire’s long term
financial
planning delivers
the community
goals.

Develop, maintain
and implement
asset management
plans that maintain
community assets at
the appropriate
standard.

Lions Park
Redevelopment
completed in
2018

Support for
Williams Business
Groups and
tourism
opportunities

Landcorp
residential land
has blocks for
sale

Extended carpark
along Albany
Highway
extending further
North

Support HWEDA
in the
implementation
of the Self Drive
Trail to promote
our area

Economic

Marjidan Way
Industrial Estate
released in 2013

A strategic objective has been
developed for each of the four
identified key areas of community
interest:

Economic

Social & Cultural

Land Use & the Environment

Civic Leadership (previously
known as Organisational Performance)

What is in this Plan?
The Shire of Williams Strategic
Community Plan reflects a vision for the
future and is the principal strategic
guide for future planning and activities
going forward.
As a direct result of the community
engagement process,
we
have
confirmed the community’s support for
the vision for the Shire and captured the
community’s aspirations and values.

Desired
outcomes
have
been
determined in support of each of these
overarching
objectives
after
considering the Council’s current and
future resources, and the ability to
deliver on these outcomes over the
next 15 years.
For each strategic
following is provided:

objective,

the


A summary of the major issues
highlighted by the community;

Examples of quotes/comments
from community members;

The opportunities available to
the Shire;

Strategies to achieve each of
the desired outcomes;

Key partners identified to assist
with each strategy (if required).

The plan also provides details of how
the Shire will measure success in
achieving the objectives, and who else
has influence over the Shire’s ability to
attain these objectives.

How we will use this Plan.
This plan identifies and shares the
community’s vision and aspirations for
the future and outlines how the Shire,
will over the long term, endeavour to
work towards the delivery of these
aspirations for our community.
As we look to the future, the Strategic
Plan will influence how the Shire
resources and delivers its operational
targets. The Plan will be the primary
driver for all strategic direction for the
Shire and will provide the required
supporting
evidence
and
documentation feeding into the other
Integrated
Planning
documents,
including the Corporate Business Plan,
Workforce Plan, Asset Management
Plan and the Forward Capital Works
Program.
It is important to note that plans are only
effective if resourced adequately to
ensure an outcome. The strategies will
be prioritised and actions applied, after
an assessment of available resources,
through the development of a
Corporate Business Plan annually.

After adoption of the Strategic Plan, it is
required to be reviewed regularly. Every
second year, the process enters the
Strategic Review process. The Strategic
Review alternates between minor and
major versions. The minor version is
generally a desktop review and tends
to focus on resetting the Corporate
Business Plan. The major review involves
re-engagement with the community on
vision, outcomes and priorities, together
with a comprehensive review of the
whole IPR suite. The community are
encouraged to play an active role in
this review to ensure that the aspirations
and vision for the Shire remain a
collaborative effort.
Whilst not a mandatory requirement,
aligning the Strategic Review with the
local government election cycle
(October biannually) enables the postelection Council to play an active role
in reviewing the strategic direction of
council, which falls at the core of its
governance role.

ECONOMIC
What the Community told us
A summary of the key issues raised in relation to the economy
were:









Need to improve the advertising of land availability in
Williams (residential and industrial) in conjunction with
Landcorp;
Ensure planning for any future aged housing units takes
into consideration location and access to amenities
and facilities;
Consider improvements to the town park for locals and
visitors;
Council needs to secure funding for projects to be
implemented;
Need to support new industries to establish and
develop in Williams;
Need to increase and develop tourism opportunities;

Quotes from the Community

“Just need to broaden the economic base of Williams. Easier
said than done, but there needs to be more to attract and
retain people in the town”
“Great place, great people and great location. Unfortunately
there is not a lot to do here vocation wise except own a farm
or Ag contracting business or not much else. Not a lot to retain
people in the area outside of that.”
“Williams can’t grow without more people. Businesses”
“Develop a marketing plan and make the area attractive for
business to want to establish there”
“Strengthen the image of Williams and facilities available –
land (residential and industrial), water, power, location, great
facilities, NBN”

The Opportunity
The Shire of Williams’ vibrant, local economy can build on its competitive advantage of its location and proximity to other regional
centres and the Perth metropolitan area. Williams’ location on the Albany Highway, together with its estimated 3,800-4,600 vehicles
per day travelling through, provides opportunities for businesses related to tourism (eg: food, fuel and toilets) to grow, develop and
flourish.
With forward planning around infrastructure to support economic development, the Shire is well placed to continue to attract new
residents and businesses that can value-add to the local agriculture industry as well as expand into other existing industries such as
service and support industries for the agricultural area. Tourism is also seen as industry with untapped potential, and the community
is keen to explore and support this further. Whilst Williams may not be recognised as a destination point, it is a strategic gateway to
the much visited regions of WA

To support industry and business development through the development of sustainable
infrastructure and investment opportunities

OUTCOME 1
Develop infrastructure and investment that is sustainable and an ongoing legacy to the Shire.
ED 1.1

Develop and promote the Marjidin Industrial Estate to offer affordable and appropriately serviced lots.

ED 1.2

Encourage linkages between the Lions Park and Brooking Street to actively encourage visitation and investigate the
establishment of an information board highlighting places to stay, services and history of the town.

ED 1.3

Promote land availability within the Shire for residential, industrial and commercial
development

ED 1.4

Encourage business and community groups’ initiatives to promote the Shire as a place to live, work, play and invest.

ED 1.5

Advocate, promote and encourage industrial development that will offer employment
opportunities for our community.

ED 1.6

Consider future land acquisition for the Shire for recreation, commercial, residential or industrial purposes.

ED 1.7

Assist Local Businesses and the community in periods of economic shortfall.

OUTCOME 2
To have appropriate levels of housing to cater for population retention
and growth.
ED 2.1

Plan and develop relevant aged housing suitable to meet needs
of growing population.

ED 2.2

Investigate the feasibility of the establishment of short term,
backpacker accommodation

ED 2.3

Promote and support the availability of accommodation suitable
for young people, families and retirees.

SOCIAL & CULTURAL
What the Community told us
A summary of the key issues raised in relation to the social and
cultural development were:
•
•
•
•

•

•
•

Need to plan for, and address support services needs
of seniors;
A safe community environment;
Consider redevelopment of the town park;
Community want access to quality sport and
recreational facilities and community meeting places
to encourage social interaction;
Ensure the plans for the redevelopment of the Williams
Lions Park includes elements such as information
signage, adequate parking, nature play;
Men’s Shed;
Williams needs an ‘icon’ – the new Numbat being
considered for the redeveloped Lions Park may meet
this.

Quotes from the Community
“I also think we could do with more seating around town so that
the seniors can sit when they are going for walks”
“Consider investing in the park in Brooking Street to bring visitors
into town”
“General beautifying of the town – idea of collecting recycling
materials eg: plastics to recycle into park benches – a
community activity that has a positive outcome”
“Support services and facilities for seniors are part of a growth
industry in this district and can attract more people to Williams”
“Boost Men’s Shed. Make it a priority”
“Need to promote Williams and its role in the development of
the region. Recognising its place in the history of the
development of WA. Promote and develop tourism and
recognising our history”

The Opportunity
The Shire of Williams wants to retain its welcoming and safe environment and would like to see the continued provision of
community facilities and services for all age groups, abilities and interests to sustain these highly valued social attributes, The Shire
would like to ensure that the community feel that their contributions are valued, important and very much welcome as they all
contribute to making Williams the strong and vibrant community that it is.
To achieve this, the Shire will need to work collaboratively with the community and other organisations and stakeholders to deliver
on the following strategies. We are fortunate that much of this already exists in Williams, but the focus for the future should be on
the continued maintenance and engaging collaboratively with the community on a regular basis to ensure that the Shire can
continue to successfully meet the needs of a changing and growing community.

To be a safe and welcoming community where everyone is valued and has the
opportunity to contribute and belong.

OUTCOME 1
To provide community infrastructure and facilities that meet the needs of the
population.
SCD 1.1

Provide, maintain and improve community infrastructure.

SCD 1.2

Support the initiatives of the Williams Men’s Shed in establishing a facility that
will support men’s health and well-being).

SCD 1.3

Maintain a safe and secure environment for the community

SCD 1.4

Implement strategies that will support increased usage of the Williams
Recreation Ground facilities (including swimming pool)..

SCD 1.5

Continue to support and develop tourism opportunities for the Shire.

SCD 1.6

Investigate the move to action for the redevelopment of the Town Park,
Skatepark and Cullen Park. Actively work to deliver identified improvements
in collaboration with all stakeholders and Identify and source funds to assist
with implementation.

OUTCOME 2
To support a safe and healthy community with a strong sense of community pride.
SCD 2.1 Advocate and support service provisions for seniors.
SCD 2.2 Lobby for the use of the HACC Bus for non-HACC clients (on a fee for service basis).
SCD 2.3 Support seniors by offering subsidised bus hire if required for activities and outings
SCD 2.4 Continue to support and promote community events, initiatives and programs.
SCD 2.5 Investigate opportunities to engage with youth, through improved access to services, facilities and programs.
SCD 2.6 Continue to support health service provision for the community (doctor, allied health, Medical Centre)
SCD 2.7 Support implementation of initiatives identified in Disability Access and Inclusion Plan, Williams Local Bike Plan, Local
Emergency Management Arrangements and other related Plans for the Shire.

SCD 2.8

OUTCOME 3
To recognise the vibrant history of the Shire and its rich, varied cultural
Heritage and natural environment is valued, respected, promoted and
celebrated
SCD 3.1 Advocate and support initiatives that will develop and celebrate
the cultural heritage of the Shire.

SCD 3.2 Investigate opportunities for preservation of Historical artefacts of
Williams.

SCD 3.3 Encourage and support Historical Groups in Williams.

LAND USE & ENVIRONMENT

What the Community told us

Quotes from the Community

A summary of the key issues raised by the community in relation
to the environment were:

“Value the public open space and improve – blocks are
getting smaller, in future will need more open space –
especially old caravan park site”












Management of public open spaces with a balance of
open space and recreational development;
Ensuring townsite is clean and tidy;
Road network maintenance;
Mosquito management;
Sustainable resources management and use;
Flood mitigation;
Footpath maintenance and management;
Shade trees;
Walking/Cycle friendly pathway linkages;
Waste Management

“Introduce water initiatives to reduce reliance on scheme
water eg: roadworks”
“Develop a plan for action for the next flood. Coordinating
sandbagging, knowing vulnerable locations and identify who
is responsible”
“Plant more deciduous, leafy, shady trees along footpaths for
pedestrians, car parking and aesthetics”
“Develop a nature trail from Williams Nature Reserve to
Williams Lions Park

The Opportunity
The Shire of Williams values highly both its natural and built environments. The community recognises that there is a need to balance
the two.
The Shire needs to ensure that it maintains public open space areas, balancing open space provision with the need to establish
recreational areas including playgrounds, BBQs, amenities and family friendly facilities. There is a strong evidenced need that the
Shire needs to map flood prone areas and then plan to mitigate or address these to ensure that valuable assets – whether public or
private – are not adversely impacted. Effective, safe and appropriate mosquito management was discussed at the community
meetings, with the community wanting reassurance that the current mitigation methods are the most effective management tool.
The Shire’s road network is seen as a high priority given the extensive network that the Shire is responsible for maintaining and the
high usage of much of the network, particularly seasonally.

To have a balanced respect for our natural assets and built environment, retaining our
lifestyle values and community spirit

OUTCOME 1
To enhance, promote, rehabilitate and leverage the natural environment so it
continues to be an asset to the community.
LUE 1.1

Ensure that the townsite is maintained to a high standard.

LUE 1.2

Maintenance of road reserves is undertaken mindful of retention of natural
vegetation where possible whilst ensuring safety of all road users.

LUE 1.3

Monitor the impact of pests and weeds throughout the Shire and adopt
appropriate mitigation methods).

LUE 1.4

Identify flood prone areas of townsite and introduce mitigation measures
where required.

LUE 1.5

Continue to ensure appropriate compliance in fire safety mitigation measures within
the townsite and work with relevant agencies to address issues on public land.

OUTCOME 2
Natural assets and public open spaces are accessible, well utilised
and managed
LUE 2.1

Provide quality amenities and accessible public open spaces for
the community.

LUE 2.2

Ensure townsite amenities are maintained and improved where
required.

LUE 2.3

Investigate the feasibility of a walk trail from Williams Lions Park to
Williams Nature Reserve.

Land Use and Environment
OUTCOME 3
Recognising and implementing sustainability measures.
LUE 3.1

Undertake energy audits and investigate alternative energy solutions for Shire owned
facilities.

LUE 3.2

Investigate the implementation of sustainable water programs in town.

LUE 3.3

Investigate measures for bulk rubbish pick-up for town based residents (on a
fee for service basis).
Investigate feasibility of introduction of an Environmental Officer to provide
support and guidance on all environmental related issues.

LUE 3.4
LUE 3.5

Support and advocate for regional waste approach to waste management including transfer stations, recycling and waste
education.

OUTCOME 4
To have safe and well maintained transport network that supports the local
economy
LUE 4.1

Strive for high quality, well-constructed and maintained local road
network.

LUE 4.2

Ensure adequate and appropriate drainage is considered in all
road upgrades and maintenance for both town and rural roads.

CIVIC LEADERSHIP
What the Community told us

The Opportunity

The key issues identified by the community in relation to civic
leadership were:

The Shire of Williams community is a proud, passionate and loyal
community that always endeavours to strive for the very best in all
that it sets out to do. We are a community that is proud of its
heritage and wants the best for its future.










Respect results of community surveys;
Shire to have stall at Expo to provide community with
informal forum for comment and to promote the positive
things Shire is doing;
Promote communication methods – SMS, Facebook,
website etc;
Consider need to redevelop Shire front reception area;
Maintain strong regional partnerships;
Financial stability is paramount;
Maintain approachable Councillors and Staff – committed
to the very best for the Shire and community.

Quotes from the Community
“What we have is good, however we need to be more open to
new ideas and take notice of what is said by people at local level
when having meetings”
“Let people know ‘how’ the shire currently disseminates information
– SMS, flyer, website, Facebook, The Williams, ‘Welcome to Williams’
pack for new residents (available from the Williams CRC)”

Strong and visionary leadership, continued support and
encouragement of volunteerism, proactive community
engagement and communication are the keys to successful
community development into the future. Working together to
achieve the outcomes that have been developed as a
community, for the community, is the focus. Not everything has to
be done by the Shire – community groups, businesses and the
wider community can equally contribute to the betterment of the
community through strong, well developed, well initiated projects
that strive to make a difference in the way we live, work, play and
invest.
The community is focused on the need to ensure that they remain
well informed, well connected and engaged and has the
opportunity to actively participate, and be listened to. They want
to make sure that their priorities for the development of our town
are viewed as high as Council’s priorities, and that they are
synonymous with each other. It is important to recognise that
aspirations will almost always be greater than the resources
available to Council to implement them. The balance, therefore,
is in the delivery of the community’s aspirations in a timely manner
without placing significant and unnecessary financial pressures on
the organisation, and therefore ratepayers.

OUTCOME 1
The Shire is efficient in its operations; actively listens to the community and
anticipates and responds to the community needs
CL 1.1

Promote a positive image of Council through appropriate marketing
activities and high standards of customer service.

CL 1.2

Ensure the community remains well informed, well connected,
engaged and has the opportunity to actively participate.

CL 1.3

Maintain, review and ensure relevance of Council’s policies, local laws
and operational plans.

CL 1.4

Continue to use community satisfaction surveys to seek community
feedback on a range of issues.

OUTCOME 2
The revenue needs of the Shire are managed in an equitable, proactive
and sustainable manner
CL 2.1

Maximise and leverage grant funding opportunities to balance and support Council
investment.

CL 2.2

Maintain accountability, transparency and financial responsibility.

CL 2.3

Monitor revenue streams and implement opportunities where appropriate.
Consistently review rate income.

OUTCOME 3
Effective collaboration and shared services with other relevant Local, State
and Federal Government agencies, industry and community
organisations
CL 3.1

Participate in, and actively collaborate with, the 4WDL Voluntary
Regional Organisation of Councils on resource sharing
opportunities.

CL 3.2

Foster, nurture and develop strategic alliances with local
governments, Major industry and government agencies.

OUTCOME 4
A strategically focused, unified Council functioning effectively
ensuring compliance within the regulatory framework

CL 4.1

Implement the Integrated Planning and Reporting Framework
documentation including the Corporate Business Plan, Asset Management
Plan, Workforce Plan and Forward Capital Works Plan.

CL 4.2

Provide professional development opportunities for all staff.

CL 4.3

Provide elected member training and professional development
opportunities.

CL 4.4

Monitor and ensure compliance with regulatory framework for local
government business.

CL 4.5

Monitor the community’s administration needs and ensure that the Shire
administration area is inviting, welcoming and addresses disability access
needs where appropriate.

Community Satisfaction Survey

Measuring Success
The aim of this Plan is to align the
community’s visions and aspirations for
the future of Williams to strategic
objectives for the next 15 years.
Whether we are achieving these
objectives will be measured by both
quantifiable
and
non-quantifiable
outcomes.

Key Performance Measures
Key performance measures seek to
provide an indication of whether we
are meeting our objectives and will be
monitored
and
reported.
A
combination of measures will be
developed along with a base line level
and target for each measure.

As part of each two year review, the
Shire of Williams will measure the
success of the plan by seeking
feedback from the community through
surveys. The community was asked to
provide feedback on the importance
of services we provide, and the level of
satisfaction with these services
The information received from the
community will help the Shire to
determine how well the Strategic
Community Plan is performing.
The Shire undertakes these community
satisfaction surveys on a bi-annual basis
and they give an indication of the
ongoing community satisfaction levels
to guide the prioritisation of investment
in the delivery of the outcomes and
objectives contained within this Plan.

The Annual Report
The Annual Report produced at the
end of every financial year is a report of
the Shire’s achievement during the
previous financial year. It contains an
overview of the Strategic Community
Plan and the Corporate Business Plan,
together with information about our
actions, achievements and budget
performance. It also describes the
major initiatives scheduled to continue
or commence in the next financial
year.

Economic
To support industry and business development through the development of sustainable infrastructure and investment opportunities

OUTCOME

KEY PERFORMANCE
MEASURES
Number of Businesses
established
Number of jobs created

Develop infrastructure and investment
that is sustainable and an ongoing
legacy to the shire.

Level of unemployment
Lions Park redeveloped to meet
the need of users.
Marketing opportunities
investigated and implemented
New Carpark established

To have appropriate levels of housing to
cater for population retention and
growth.

Accommodation availability
meets demand

2018/19 RESULTS
Relocation of Great Southern 4x4 to the industrial area.
Shell Roadhouse plans were approved by council and
construction will begin in 2019/20
The Shire maintains a relatively low level of
unemployment.
Officially opened in Sept 2018, The Lions Park attracts
travellers to stop in the town.
Shire continues to market itself and opportunities via the
Shire website, Facebook page and local community
newsletters.
An approximate extension of 100m to the carpark along
Albany highway allowing more parking for access to
businesses along the highway.
Current levels of accommodation meet the demand.
Single accommodation quarters will be looked into in
the future.

Social and Cultural
To be a safe and welcoming community where everyone is valued and has the opportunity to contribute and belong.

OUTCOME

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Community satisfaction levels

To provide community infrastructure and
facilities that meet the needs of the
population

Men’s Shed established
Usage of sporting facilities

Number of community events,
initiatives and programs
To support a safe and healthy
community with a strong sense of
community pride

Number of youth programs and
initiatives
New medical centre established
with allied health access

To recognise the vibrant history of the
Shire and its rich, varied cultural
heritage and natural environment is
valued, respected, promoted and
celebrated

Marradong country self drive
trail

2018/2019 RESULTS
Community are actively engaged via social media,
local community newsletters and online surveys and
provide feedback on satisfaction or otherwise directly to
elected members and staff as required
Planning in progress, project will be implemented once
funding is approved.
Swimming pool usage numbers are recorded annually
and the bookings of the other sporting grounds are
recorded.
Community continue to provide sporting events with
support by the Shire where required.
The Williams Community Resource Centre engage with
the community with initiatives and programs tailored to
meet identified needs
The Williams Community Resource Centre undertakes
youth initiatives regularly tailored to the needs and
interests of the young people.
The Williams Medical Centre was opened in September
2018, a doctor remains servicing Williams once a week
from this premises
The self drive trail was developed showcasing the
exquisite areas between Boddington, Wandering and
Williams. The trail will encourage tourists to travel inland
rather than the coast.

Land Use & Environment
To have a balanced respect for our natural assets and built environment, retaining our lifestyle values and community spirit.
OUTCOME

To enhance, promote, rehabilitate
and leverage the natural
environment so it continues to be an
asset to the community

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Community satisfaction levels

The community provides feedback on the natural
environment on an as needs basis and Council
addresses these as funds permit or funding is secured.

Number of documented
complaints

No formal complaints received.
Requests for work to be completed recorded and
addressed as required.

Weed management measures
implemented

Contractor engaged to undertake key roadside
spraying.

Flood prone areas identified and
mitigation methods introduced
Hazard reduction
Natural assets and public open
spaces are accessible, well utilised
and managed

Stage One of flood mitigation planning complete.
Ongoing work with DFES on bush fire risk mitigation.

Walk trail implemented

Walk trails are being reviewed and hope of have walk
trails planning underway in 2019/2020.

Reduction in reliance on scheme
water

Monitoring of consumption usage ongoing.

Road condition reports

Road condition assessed regularly as part of Asset
Management Plan.

Recognising
and
implementing
Bulk rubbish pick-up in town
sustainability measures
Regional approach to waste
management implemented
To have safe and well maintained
transport networks that supports the
local economy

2018/2019 RESULTS

Drainage included in design of all
upgrades to town and rural road
network

Ongoing access to larger recycling bins for local
businesses.
Shire is implementing a new waste management
facility that will be operational September 2019

Ongoing.

Civic Leadership
Strong civic leadership representing the whole of the Shire which engages in effective partnerships and reflects the aspirations of
an engaged community
OUTCOME

The Shire is efficient in its operations;
actively listens to the community and
anticipates and responds to community
needs

The revenue needs of the Shire are
managed in an equitable, proactive
and sustainable manner

Effective collaboration and shared
services with other relevant Local, State
and Federal Government agencies,
industry and community organisations

A strategically focused, unified Council
functioning effectively ensuring
compliance within the regulatory
framework

KEY PERFORMANCE MEASURES
Attendance at community
meetings
Policies are relevant and up-to-date
to meet legislative requirements

2018/2019 RESULTS
The Shire prides itself on being community minded
and a delegate of the Shire attends as many
community consultation forums as possible
Policy Manual revised and updated and adopted
by Council.

Community satisfaction surveys
completed bi-annually

Scheduled for 2019/20.

Council investment leveraged with
funding
Long term financial viability

Adequate funding leveraged to meet project
needs.
Ongoing.
Two ratios did not meet the Department of local
Government, Sport and Cultural Industries standard.
Report prepared and published.

Financial ratios within target

Level of regional participation and
collaboration

Compliance with IPR framework
Adoption of Compliance Return
Staff attend PD
Staff retention rates
Number of PD workshops attended
by Councillors

Continued participation in the 4WDL VROC group of
local governments. Continued participation in the
Hotham Williams Economic Development Alliance
(HWEDA)
Ongoing.
Completed.
Ongoing. As needed/identified.
Minimal turnover of Staff.
PD completed for new councillors in-house.
Additional training/workshops offered and attended
as needed.

Resource Capacity
This Strategic Community Plan was
developed with an understanding of
our current resource capacity, in
regards to financial, workforce and
asset resources. Whilst future resource
capacity is not known, expectations of
relative future resource capacity were
considered

Review and further development of
Asset Management Plans, the
Workforce Plan and the Long Term
Financial Plan will influence future
resource levels for consideration during
the Corporate Business Planning and
Annual Budget processes.
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